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Abstract 27 

Ankyrins together with their spectrin partners are the master organizers of 28 

micron-scale membrane domains in diverse tissues. The 24 ankyrin (ANK) repeats of 29 

ankyrins bind to numerous membrane proteins, linking them to spectrin-based 30 

cytoskeletons at specific membrane microdomains. The accessibility of the target 31 

binding groove of ANK repeats must be regulated to achieve spatially defined 32 

functions of ankyrins/target complexes in different tissues, though little is known in 33 

this regard. Here we systemically investigated the autoinhibition mechanism of 34 

ankyrin-B/G by combined biochemical, biophysical and structural biology approaches. 35 

We discovered that the entire ANK repeats are inhibited by combinatorial and 36 

quasi-independent bindings of multiple disordered segments located in the 37 

ankyrin-B/G linkers and tails, suggesting a mechanistic basis for differential 38 

regulations of membrane target bindings by ankyrins. In addition to elucidating the 39 

autoinhibition mechanisms of ankyrins, our study may also shed light on regulations 40 

on target bindings by other long repeat-containing proteins.  41 

  42 
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Introduction 43 

 44 

Ankyrins are a widely expressed scaffold protein family, which mainly function 45 

to link great varieties of functionally related but structurally diverse integral 46 

membrane proteins to the spectrin-based cytoskeletons (Bennett and Baines, 2001; 47 

Bennett and Healy, 2009; Bennett and Lorenzo, 2013). Mutations of ankyrins are 48 

known to be associated with various diseases in humans such as hereditary 49 

spherocytosis (Eber et al., 1996; Lux et al., 1990; Gallagher, 2005), cardiac 50 

arrhythmia syndromes and sinus node dysfunction (Mohler et al., 2003, 2007; 51 

Scouarnec et al., 2008; Hashemi et al., 2009), bipolar disorders (Baum et al., 2007; 52 

Ferreira et al., 2008; Schulze et al., 2009; Scott et al., 2009; Takata et al., 2011; 53 

Dedman et al., 2012; Rueckert et al., 2013), schizophrenia (Nie et al., 2015; Ripke et 54 

al., 2011) and autism spectrum disorder (Willsey et al., 2013; Parikshak et al., 2013; 55 

Shi et al., 2013; Iqbal et al., 2013). In vertebrates, the ankyrin family consists of three 56 

members: ankyrin-R (AnkR), ankyrin-B (AnkB) and ankyrin-G (AnkG). They share 57 

similar domain organizations (Figure 1A)， but usually locate at different subcellular 58 

regions and perform divergent physiological functions (Mohler et al., 2002; Abdi et 59 

al., 2006; He et al., 2013; Bennett and Lorenzo, 2016).  60 

 61 

Each ankyrin contains an N-terminal membrane binding domain (MBD), which 62 

is composed of 24 ANK repeats and responsible for binding to diverse membrane 63 

targets. The 24 ANK repeats of ankyrins are among the longest extended 64 
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repeat-containing domains in living organisms. A trademark of long repeat-containing 65 

proteins is their formations of long solenoid structures with high conformational 66 

plasticity (Lee et al., 2006; Wang et al., 2014). Following the MBD is an unstructured 67 

linker region of ~130 amino acid residues, followed sequentially by a ZU5-ZU5-UPA 68 

supramodule responsible for spectrin binding (SBD) (Mohler et al., 2004a; Wang et 69 

al., 2012), a death domain (DD), and an intrinsically disordered C-terminal tail (CT) 70 

with varying lengths (Figure 1A). The folded structural domains (i.e. MBD, SBD and 71 

DD) in ankyrins share very high sequence similarities (Figure 1A). In contrast, the 72 

unstructured regions of ankyrins (i.e. the linker region and CT), although fairly 73 

conserved within each isoform, are more divergent among the family members 74 

(Figure 1A). Presumably, these isoform-specific and unstructured linker and tail 75 

regions are largely responsible for distinct functions of each member of the ankyrin 76 

family proteins (see Abdi et al., 2006 and He et al., 2013 for examples). However, 77 

very little is known regarding how the unique linker and tail regions specifically 78 

modulate functions of each ankyrin.    79 

 80 

Ankyrin is an ancient molecule that appeared as early as in bilaterians over 500 81 

million years ago (Cai, 2005; Bennett and Lorenzo, 2013). The 24 ANK repeats of 82 

ankyrins have retained a remarkable level of amino acid sequence conservation 83 

throughout the evolution, and different ANK repeats binding membrane proteins with 84 

diverse sequences have evolved at different stages of the evolution (Hill et al., 2008; 85 

Bennett and Lorenzo, 2013, 2016). In an earlier study, we demonstrated that the 86 
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highly conserved 24 ANK repeats can form multiple semi-independent target binding 87 

sites, and each capable of recognizing short and intrinsically disordered segments with 88 

variable amino acid sequences distributed on target proteins (Wang et al., 2014). As 89 

such, ANK repeats are capable of binding to a very diverse array of target proteins 90 

with high specificity, a strategy that may be commonly employed by long 91 

repeat-containing scaffold proteins (Wang et al., 2014; Chook and Blobel, 2001; Conti 92 

et al., 1998; Graham et al., 2000; Huber and Weis, 2001; Kobe, 1999; Xu et al., 2010; 93 

Zhu et al., 2011). The target bindings of ankyrin’s ANK repeats must be regulated 94 

during the biogenesis and trafficking processes of ankyrins and their targets, as 95 

otherwise functionally unrelated membrane targets would be misdirected to the same 96 

sites in cellular membranes. Additionally, the formation of each ankyrin/target 97 

complex (e.g. the ankyrin-B/G and sodium channel complexes) at specific membrane 98 

domains also needs to be regulated to fulfill excitation/resting cycles of excitable 99 

tissues such as neurons and muscles (Brechet et al., 2008; Garver et al., 1997; 100 

Whittard et al., 2006). Earlier studies have suggested that ankyrins can adopt 101 

autoinhibited conformation (i.e. by using sequences outside the ANK repeats to 102 

directly interact with the repeats) to regulate their target bindings (Abdi et al., 2006; 103 

Davis et al., 1992; He et al., 2013; Wang et al., 2014), but the mechanisms of the 104 

autoinhibition are unknown.   105 

 106 

In this study, we systematically investigated the autoinhibition mechanisms of 107 

ANK repeats of ankyrin-B&G (AnkB&G). We identified three distinct autoinhibitory 108 
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segments from the intrinsically disordered linker and CT regions of AnkB, and 109 

elucidated the inhibition mechanism of these segments by detailed biochemical and 110 

structural investigations. Our study reveals that the three inhibitory segments spread 111 

along the entire 24 ANK repeats and bind to the repeats in a quasi-independent 112 

manner, so that the inhibitory sites may be combinatorially regulated in response to 113 

different binding targets. We further demonstrated that AnkG also adopts a similar 114 

overall autoinhibition strategy as AnkB does, but with its own unique binding features. 115 

Collectively, the findings of our study not only provide a framework for 116 

understanding the interactions and regulations of ankyrins with their membrane 117 

targets, but may also be helpful in understanding the regulation of target recognitions 118 

by other long repeat-containing scaffold proteins in general.  119 

 120 

 121 

Results 122 

 123 

A segment in AnkB C-terminal tail binds to the N-terminal of ANK repeats 124 

Ankyrin MBD can be inhibited by its CT regulatory domain in both AnkR and 125 

AnkB (Abdi et al., 2006; Davis et al., 1992), and previously we have biochemically 126 

and structurally characterized the intramolecular interaction between the 48-residue 127 

AnkR CT regulatory domain with all three MBDs from the ankyrin family members 128 

(Wang et al., 2014). Moreover, our analysis illustrated that the MBDs of AnkR/B/G 129 

are highly conserved and share essentially the same binding properties to diverse 130 
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binding partners (Wang et al., 2014). In the structure of AnkB_MBD in complex with 131 

AnkR_CT, AnkR_CT adopts an extended conformation lining the inner groove of 132 

ANK repeats 1~14 of AnkB_MBD (Wang et al., 2014). Although AnkB&G do not 133 

contain AnkR_CT like sequences in their tails, more thorough sequence analysis 134 

revealed that both AnkB&G contain a 13-residue segment (denoted as “AI-a” for the 135 

AutoInhibition segment-a, Figure 1A) that share a similar sequence pattern with the 136 

last 13-residue fragment of AnkR_CT and several MBD “site-1” binding targets such 137 

as Na
+
 and K

+
-channels (Figure 1B). This 13-resdiue AI-a fragment is almost 138 

completely conserved in AnkB and AnkG among vertebrates (alignments not shown). 139 

Importantly, a Glu residue corresponding to Glu1622 in AnkR_CT and Glu1112 in 140 

Nav1.2, which has been shown to be absolutely required for AnkR_CT and Nav1.2 to 141 

bind to ANK repeats (Mohler et al., 2004b; Wang et al., 2014), is also invariant in 142 

AnkB&G (Figure 1B). We found that a peptide encompassing this AnkB_AI-a 143 

segment binds to AnkB ANK repeats with a dissociation constant (Kd) ~7.3 μM based 144 

on a fluorescence polarization binding assay (Figure 1C). Point mutations of the 145 

positively charged residues in the repeat 1 (R1) of ANK repeats (
37

RAAR
40

 to 146 

37
EAAE

40
) of AnkB significantly decreased its binding to the AI-a peptide (Figure 1C), 147 

consistent with our previous structural analysis that the positively charged residues in 148 

the ANK repeat R1 play a role in binding to the negatively charged residues from the 149 

“site-1”-binding peptides.  150 

We attempted to elucidate the molecular basis governing the AnkB ANK 151 

repeats/AI-a interaction by solving the complex structure using a similar fusion 152 
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strategy as we used earlier for the Nav1.2 peptide (Wang et al., 2014; i.e. by fusing 153 

ANK repeats R1-20 to the C-terminal tail of AnkB AI-a). However, this effort was not 154 

successful. As an alternative approach, we replaced the corresponding sequence of 155 

AnkR_CT with that of AnkB_AI-a and produced an AnkR/B_CT Chimera (Figure 156 

1D). Isothermal titration calorimetry (ITC) experiments detected a strong interaction 157 

between this chimera peptide and AnkB_MBD, with a Kd value comparable to that of 158 

AnkR_CT with AnkB_MBD (Figure 1E). This chimera peptide was fused to the 159 

N-terminus of AnkB_MBD for crystallization trials as we have demonstrated for 160 

AnkR_CT. With this strategy, we successfully obtained crystals of the AnkR/B_CT 161 

Chimera/AnkB_repeats_R1-20 fusion protein, and the crystals were diffracted up to 162 

3.3 Å. The structure of the fusion protein was determined by the molecular 163 

replacement method using the AnkB_repeats_R1-24 structure as the model (Wang et 164 

al., 2014) (Table 1). Consistent with the biochemical analysis, the structure showed 165 

that the AnkB_AI-a segment binds to “site-1” of AnkB_MBD (repeats_R1-5) using 166 

essentially the same binding mode as we observed in the AnkR_CT/AnkB_MBD and 167 

Nav1.2_ABD/AnkB_R1-9 complex structures (Wang et al., 2014) (Figure 1F). In 168 

particular, Glu1630 from AnkB_AI-a occupies the identical position as Glu1622 in 169 

AnkR or Glu1112 in Nav1.2 on AnkB_R1-5, by forming strong hydrogen bonds with 170 

Thr94 and Asn98 in the R2-R3 finger loop (Figure 1F). Additionally, hydrophobic 171 

interactions between ‘PPIV’ from AI-a and hydrophobic residues (including the two 172 

critical Phe residues, Phe131 and Phe164, from R4 and R5; see Wang et al., 2014) 173 

from R3-R5 also contribute to the binding (Figure 1F).   174 
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 175 

Two discrete segments from the linker connecting AnkB MBD and SBD bind to 176 

the middle and C-terminal parts of ANK repeats respectively  177 

Though the conservation among the three isoforms is limited, the amino acid 178 

sequences of the linker connecting MBD and SBD within each isoform of ankyrins 179 

are highly conserved (Figure 1A). The crystal structure of AnkR MBD C-terminal 12 180 

ANK repeats (PDB ID: 1N11, referred to as AnkR_C12) contains a 14-residue 181 

fragment of the linker that folds back and binds to the last 5 repeats (R20-24) of MBD 182 

(Michaely et al., 2002) (also see below for more details). Recently, the linker region 183 

of AnkB was reported to directly interact with MBD, thus preventing AnkB from 184 

localizing to plasma membranes (He et al., 2013). These studies suggest that, besides 185 

the AI-a in their CT, the linker regions of ankyrins also play important autoinhibitory 186 

roles in regulating functions of MBDs.  187 

We chose AnkB to investigate the detailed mechanism governing the linker 188 

region-mediated autoinhibition of ankyrins. To probe the linker-mediated 189 

autoinhibition, we used three AnkB_MBD binding targets (Nav1.2, E-cadherin and 190 

NF186/L1CAM), each with distinct MBD binding mode (see Wang et al., 2014; and 191 

our unpublished data on E-cadherin), to test their bindings to three versions of 192 

extended MBD: one containing a short 20-residue linker (aa 28-847, roughly 193 

corresponding to the above-mentioned AnkR_C12 structure but with additional 6 194 

residues. See Table 2 for a list of key constructs used in the study), one containing the 195 

entire linker (aa 28-965), and the third one with the entire linker as well as the entire 196 
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CT regulatory domain (i.e. the full-length AnkB with the spectrin binding ZZUD 197 

tandem deleted, denoted as AnkB ΔZZUD) (Figure 2A). Interestingly, extending the 198 

linker region from residue 847 to 965 (AnkB 28-847 vs AnkB 28-965) invariably led 199 

to weakened or completely loss of interactions between MBD and the three target 200 

proteins (Figure 2B&C), indicating that an additional segment within the residues 201 

848-965 can bind to the ANK repeats of AnkB and acts as another autoinhibitory 202 

sequence. Including the AI-a fragment in the MBD extension (AnkB ΔZZUD) further 203 

eliminated the remaining binding of Nav1.2 (Figure 2B&C), and this is consistent 204 

with our findings that AI-a and Nav1.2 bind to R1-5 of MBD in a mutually 205 

competitive manner (Figure 1F; and Wang et al., 2014).  206 

We confirmed the direct interaction between the entire linker (aa 828-965) with 207 

the AnkB ANK repeats only (aa 28-827) using an ITC-based binding assay, and data 208 

showed a strong binding (Kd about 0.044 μM, Figure 2D). The entire linker (aa 209 

828-965) was found to bind to AnkB 28-847 with a Kd ~4.2 μM (Figure 2E), further 210 

indicating that a fragment within residues 848-965 can directly bind to AnkB_MBD. 211 

Another version of extended MBD, AnkB 28-873 interacts with the entire linker (aa 212 

828-965) with a similar affinity as AnkB 28-847 does (Figure 2F), suggesting that 213 

residue 848-873 has marginal impact on the AnkB autoinhibition. Taken together, the 214 

above biochemical mapping experiments suggested that the AnkB linker region 215 

contains two discrete autoinhibitory segments: one segment within the region 848-965 216 

binding to middle repeats of AnkB_MBD (denoted as AI-b), and the other within 217 

residues 828-847 overlapping with the short 14-residue segment observed in the 218 
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AnkR_C12 structure (denoted as AI-c) (Figure 2A; and see below for further detailed 219 

mapping).  220 

 221 

Structural basis of the AnkB AI-b/ANK repeats interaction 222 

To delineate the mechanism governing the AI-b/MBD interaction, we set out to 223 

solve the complex structure. First, we mapped the minimal regions of AI-b and the 224 

corresponding repeats from MBD responsible for the interaction. Using the scheme 225 

described in Figure 2E as the assay, we mapped AI-b to a 32-aa fragment (aa 865-896) 226 

from the linker (Figure 3A). Using a similar approach combined with truncations of 227 

various repeats, we mapped the AI-b binding regions to R6-14 of MBD (Figure 3B).  228 

We determined the crystal structure of AnkB repeats 8-14 fused to the 229 

C-terminus of AnkB_AI-b (aa 857-896) at 2.35 Å resolution (Table 1). The AI-b 230 

peptide binds to the inner groove formed by repeats 10-13 (Figure 3C), covering a 231 

large portion of the target binding “site-3” (repeats 11-14) and a small portion of 232 

“site-2” (repeats 7-10) that were defined in our previous study (Wang et al., 2014). 233 

The structure is also consistent with our biochemical data that the autoinhibitory 234 

interaction mediated by AI-b partially inhibits the binding of Nav1.2 and NF186 to 235 

MBD (Figure 2B), as both targets use the “site-3” of MBD as one of the binding sites 236 

(Wang et al., 2014). Consistent with this observation, substitutions of hydrophobic 237 

residues within the “site-3” with Gln (Leu366Gln, Phe399Gln, and Leu432Gln) 238 

completely disrupted AI-b’s binding to MBD, and substitutions of hydrophobic 239 

residues within the “site-2” with Gln (Ile267Gln, Leu300Gln) mildly weakened the 240 
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AI-b/MBD interaction (Figure 3E; see Wang et al., 2014 for the rational of the 241 

mutations).  242 

The electron densities of the MBD_R8-14 bound AI-b only allowed us to trace 243 

residues spanning Gly883-Glu892 (Figure 3C). Although residues Glu865-Asp882 244 

could not be traced in the crystal structure, this segment also directly participates in 245 

binding to MBD_R8-14, as deletion of residues from 865-873 significantly weakened 246 

AI-b’s binding to AnkB_MBD (Figure 3A). The structure of the MBD_R8-14/AI-b 247 

complex reveals their binding details: Tyr886 forms a hydrogen bond with His374 and 248 

hydrophobic interactions with Phe399 and Ile404; Met884 inserts into a hydrophobic 249 

pocket formed by Lys407, Val437, Phe440 and Met441; and Arg888 forms a number 250 

of hydrogen bonds with the sidechain of Tyr365 and backbone of Leu363 as well as 251 

charge-charge interaction with Asp364 (Figure 3D). ITC results showed that single 252 

point substitution of Tyr886 from AI-b with Ala significantly decreased its binding to 253 

MBD, and Met884Ala, Tyr886Ala double mutations totally abolished the AI-b’s 254 

autoinhibition (Figure 3E). It is noted that Met884 in AI-b occupies the same 255 

hydrophobic pocket as Ile1588 in AnkR_CT does, although the two “site-3” binding 256 

fragments share very little amino acid sequence similarity (Figure 3F), further 257 

highlighting the remarkable capacity of ANK repeats in binding to targets with 258 

diverse amino acid sequences (Wang et al., 2014). 259 

 260 

Biochemical and structural characterization of the AnkB AI-c/ANK repeats 261 

interaction  262 
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The AnkR_C12 structure contains a 14-residue linker region (aa 832-845 in 263 

mouse AnkR), and 11 residues (aa 835-845) are defined in the folded back structure 264 

(Michaely et al., 2002). A longer region of the linker (i.e. 828-849 in human AnkB) is 265 

highly conserved in all three isoforms of ankyrins (Figure 6A). We speculated that the 266 

autoinhibitory AI-c segment of ankyrins may be longer than the 11-residue fragment 267 

seen in the structure of AnkR_C12. To ensure that we do not miss any possible 268 

residues forming the AI-c binding segment, we prepared a C-terminal 12 ANK repeats 269 

of AnkB followed by a 46-residue linker (aa 430-873), which covers a small part of 270 

AI-b (Figure 3A), and solved the crystal structure of the protein at 1.95 Å resolution 271 

(Table 1). The overall structure of our AnkB C-terminal 12 repeats-linker is very 272 

similar to that of AnkR_C12 (RMSD of 1.04 Å, Figure 4A). However, our structure 273 

contains a longer linker folded back binding to the AnkB ANK repeats. A 20-residue 274 

linker (from Thr828 to Asp847 instead of 11 residues in AnkR_C12) is clearly defined, 275 

and this 20-residue linker extends to the repeat R18 (Figure 4A). Moreover, we 276 

observed a prominently positive-charged surface in the inner groove of R16-18 right 277 

next to Asp847, and the 5 residues following Asp847 are highly negatively charged 278 

and conserved (
847

DEEGDD
852

) (Figure 4B). We anticipate that this stretch of 279 

negatively charged residues is part of AI-c and involved in binding to MBD (likely 280 

R16-17 based on the length of the segment) (Figure 4B). This idea is supported by the 281 

data from an earlier study showing that substitution of ‘
848

EEGDDT
853

’ with 282 

‘NAAIRS’ in AnkB led to increased membrane localization presumably due to the 283 

mutation-induced weakened autoinhibition (He et al., 2013). In the AI-c folded-back 284 
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structure, residues from AI-c form extensive hydrogen bonds with the residues in 285 

finger loops of ANK repeats (Figure 4C). Perturbations of these hydrogen bonding 286 

interactions (e.g. the Asn834Lys substitution in AI-c or the Asn595Ala mutation in 287 

one of the ANK repeats finger loop) led to a few fold decreases in their bindings 288 

(Figure 4D). Hydrophobic interactions also contribute to the AI-c autoinhibition. 289 

Met839 is buried in the hydrophobic pocket formed by Leu668 and Leu701; Leu843 290 

interacts with sidechains of Leu597, Tyr630, and Ile635 (Figure 4C). Individually 291 

mutating these two hydrophobic residues to polar Gln weakened the binding by 292 

several folds (Figure 4D).  293 

An ideal result would be to obtain structures of MBD of ankyrins binding to two 294 

or even all three of these autoinhibitory segments. We have extensively tried such 295 

experiments, by fusing the inhibitory fragments combining with the different 296 

strategies used in the study. Unfortunately, these extensive efforts have not resulted 297 

fruition likely due to the conformational dynamics of the elongated protein 298 

complexes.  299 

 300 

The autoinhibition segments inhibit AnkB’s plasma membrane localization 301 

In epithelial cells, AnkG clusters on plasma membranes whereas AnkB largely 302 

localizes to intracellular compartments (Figure 5A&B and He et al., 2013). 303 

Autoinhibition of the MBD by the linker region can modulate AnkB’s membrane vs 304 

cytosol distributions in epithelial cells (He et al., 2013). We made use of this assay as 305 

a functional readout to verify the autoinhibited structures determined in this study and 306 
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to provide a preliminary glance at the role of AnkB’s autoinhibition. Consistent with 307 

the previous report (He et al., 2013), WT AnkB mainly localizes in the cytosol, 308 

whereas WT AnkG mainly associates with the plasma membranes in polarized 309 

MDCK cells (Figure 5A&B). We constructed two mutants in the linker region of 310 

AnkB, one weakens the AI-b’s binding to MBD (the Met884Ala, Tyr886Ala double 311 

point mutations, denoted as AnkB_2M) and the other weakens both AI-b and AI-c’s 312 

bindings to MBD (the Met884Ala, Tyr886Ala, Asn834Lys triple mutations, denoted 313 

as AnkB 3M), and assayed their membrane vs cytosol distributions in polarized 314 

MDCK cells. We observed that the AnkB 2M and 3M mutants show a higher ratio of 315 

plasma membrane localization (Figure 5A&B), consistent with releases of the 316 

autoinhibition induced by the two mutations. Finally, we deleted essentially the entire 317 

linker region encompassing the complete AI-b and AI-c segments (AnkB ΔLinker, 318 

with aa 828-943 deleted), and found that this deletion mutant is near completely 319 

membrane localized (Figure 5A&B), suggesting that both AI-b and AI-c can regulate 320 

AnkB’s membrane localization presumably by modulating its MBD’s binding to 321 

membrane-anchored target(s). We have also performed NF186-mediated plasma 322 

membrane recruitments of AnkB, and compared the impacts of the 2M and 3M 323 

mutations on AnkB’s membrane localizations in HeLa cells which lack endogenous 324 

NF186 expression. Co-expression of NF186 partially recruited WT AnkB to the 325 

plasma membranes (Figure 5C). The 2M, 3M, and ΔLinker of AnkB mutants 326 

displayed sequentially increasing amount of NF186-mediated membrane recruitments 327 

in this assay system (Figure 5C&D). Similar as observed in MDCK cells, WT AnkG 328 
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is better recruited to plasma membranes by NF186 than WT AnkB is (Figure 5C&D).  329 

 330 

AnkG and AnkB share a similar autoinhibition mechanism 331 

It is not known whether AnkG also contains auto-regulatory segments. Amino 332 

acid sequence alignment analysis reveals that residues corresponding to the AnkB 333 

AI-c are essentially the same in AnkG, indicating that AnkG also contains an 334 

autoinhibitory AI-c segment (Figure 6A). Curiously, the N-terminal half of AnkB AI-b 335 

can be nicely aligned with a fragment in the AnkG linker following AI-c, but residues 336 

in the C-terminal half of AnkB AI-b that are critical for its binding to MBD (e.g. 337 

Met884 and Tyr886) are missing in AnkG (Figure 6A). We hypothesized that AnkG 338 

may contain a different autoinhibitory AI-b segment from that of AnkB. Using a 339 

similar binding assay developed to discover AI-b in AnkB, we found that elongating 340 

the linker from residue 855 to 903 in the extended AnkG MBD (compare aa 38-855 vs 341 

aa 38-903) weakened the bindings of Nav1.2, E-cadherin and NF186 to AnkG by 342 

6~74 folds (Figure 6B), indicating that AnkG linker indeed contains an AI-b segment. 343 

We also detected direct interaction between AnkG MBD-AI-c protein (aa 38-855, 344 

containing the AI-c segment) and an AnkG’s long linker (aa 837-920) or a shorter 345 

version of the linker (aa 861-920, lacking AI-c) (Figure 6C&D). Binding 346 

affinity-guided mapping revealed that residues 875 to 903 encompass the complete 347 

AI-b of AnkG (Figure 6E). It is noted that AnkG AI-b contains a stretch of highly 348 

charged residues in its N-terminal half, and these residues are not found in AnkB, 349 

revealing a different binding mechanism of AI-b to MBD in AnkB&G. We found that 350 
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increasing salt concentrations in the binding buffer significantly weakened the 351 

interaction between AnkG_AI-b and AnkG_MBD, supporting the charge-charge 352 

interactions between AI-b and AnkG_MBD (data not shown). We substituted three 353 

charged residues with neutral or charge reverse residues (Asp887Ala, Asp889Ala and 354 

Lys890Glu, indicated with black triangles in Figure 6A) from the AnkG linker 355 

(861-920) and found that the mutant completely lost its ability to bind AnkG_MBD 356 

(Figure 6F), further supporting the critical roles of the charged residues in AnkG AI-b 357 

in its autoinhibition.  358 

We attempted to map the AI-b’s binding site on AnkG’s ANK repeats by a 359 

similar repeats truncation approach used for AnkB (Figure 3B), but this effort failed 360 

due to poor sample behaviors of the AnkG_MBD truncation mutants. Alternatively, 361 

we generated the “site-1, -2, and -3” target binding mutants of AnkG_MBD based on 362 

our earlier work (Wang et al., 2014), and tested each of these mutants in binding to the 363 

AnkG_AI-b fragment. We found that mutations in ”site-1” (Phe141Gln, Phe164Gln) 364 

or in “site-2” (Ile277Gln, Leu310Gln) of AnkG_MBD has little effect on AI-b’s 365 

binding, whereas mutations in “site-3” (Leu376Gln, Phe409Gln, Leu442Gln) 366 

completely abolished the interaction between AI-b and ANK repeats (Figure 6G). This 367 

result indicates AnkG_AI-b also chiefly binds to the “site-3” (repeats R11-14) of 368 

AnkG_MBD. The above result, together with the findings that AnkG also contains the 369 

inhibitory AI-a segment (Figure 1B) and AI-c segment (Figure 6A), collectively 370 

demonstrated that AnkG shares a very similar, three segment-mediated MBD 371 

autoinhibitory mechanism as AnkB does, although the AI-b segments in the two 372 
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ankyrins are different.  373 

 374 

Discussion  375 

 376 

Features of the AnkB&G autoinhibition  377 

Ankyrins are master scaffold proteins assembling very diverse signaling 378 

microdomains beneath membrane bilayers. This is achieved by their MBD-mediated 379 

bindings to numerous trans-membrane proteins and SBD-mediated anchoring of the 380 

protein complex to spectrin-based cytoskeletal meshwork. Formation of a highly 381 

elongated and malleable target binding groove by the 24 ANK repeats with multiple 382 

semi-independent target binding sites provides a mechanistic explanation to how 383 

ankyrin MBD, via combinatorial usages of its target binding sites, can bind to many 384 

distinct membrane targets with high specificity (Figure 7A; and Wang et al., 2014). A 385 

key unanswered question is how MBD-mediated recognitions of membrane targets of 386 

ankyrins are regulated. Autoinhibition by C-terminal segment(s) to the ANK repeats 387 

has been suggested to be one of such regulation mechanisms (Abdi et al., 2006).  388 

In this study, we characterized the autoinhibition of AnkB&G in detail and 389 

discovered that the entire target binding grooves of both AnkB&G MBDs could be 390 

inhibited by multiple discrete and intrinsically disordered peptide fragments located in 391 

the MBD/SBD linker region and in the tail region right after DD (Figure 7). Except 392 

for the AI-c segment located immediately C-terminal to the ANK repeats, the 393 

inhibitory sequences of AI-a and AI-b segments between AnkB and AnkG share 394 
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limited homology. This is perhaps correlated with the differential potential target 395 

binding regulations of the two MBDs. However, the amino acid sequences of all three 396 

identified autoinhibitory segments are highly conserved throughout the evolution both 397 

for AnkB and for AnkG, implying that the autoinhibition mechanisms discovered here 398 

are evolutionary conserved features for the two ankyrins, respectively. Given that the 399 

inhibitory segments of both AnkB&G are intrinsically disordered and disordered 400 

sequences tend to evolve more rapidly in eukaryotic genomes (Dyson and Wright, 401 

2005), such high amino acid sequence conservation suggests a strong 402 

function-mediated selection against mutational drifts of these inhibitory segments. 403 

Expressions of both AnkB&G can be extensively diverse due to their alternative 404 

splicing, and therefore the expressed proteins can vary in their sizes dramatically 405 

(Cunha and Mohler, 2009). However, regardless of the extensive alternative splicing, 406 

the autoinhibitory segments AI-b and AI-c are always retained in all documented 407 

AnkB or AnkG variants according to the Ensembl database (http://www.ensembl.org), 408 

suggesting that the autoinhibitory mechanisms characterized here for AI-b&c are 409 

common to all isoforms of AnkB&G. Interestingly, the giant AnkG isoforms (270 410 

kDa/480 kDa AnkG) lose the AI-a segment due to alternative splicing; whereas giant 411 

AnkB (440 kDa AnkB) keeps this AI-a segment, suggesting the differential regulation 412 

of these giant ankyrin isoforms in nervous systems. Our data is also consistent with 413 

the findings from super-resolution images (Leterrier et al., 2015). In AIS, 270 414 

kDa/480 kDa AnkG’s SBD exhibits a periodic pattern, while their C-terminus part is 415 

not periodically arranged and is found ~32 nm radially deeper than the SBD in the 416 
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axoplasm. AIS AnkG (270 kDa/480 kDa isoforms) lacks AI-a, so the major parts of 417 

CT of 270 kDa/480 kDa AnkG are not sequestered by MBD even if AI-b&c are in 418 

contact with MBD. Furthermore, the 270 kDa/480 kDa AnkG at AIS/Nodes of 419 

Ranvier is likely to adopt an open conformation. As such, the signals of antibodies 420 

labeling the C-terminus part of AnkG should not appear near the membrane but is 421 

deeper into the axoplasm.  422 

Since each target protein normally occupies a few of the total 5 proposed binding 423 

sites along the entire 24 ANK repeats (Figure 7A), the use of multiple 424 

semi-independent autoinhibitory segments lining the entire target binding groove of 425 

MBD can provide a mechanism for selected release of a few target binding sites (e.g. 426 

sites-1&3 for sodium channels) while keeping other sites closed (e.g. site-5), thus 427 

allowing selected engagements of MBD to certain target proteins at any given 428 

membrane microdomains. The combinatorial usage of multiple binding sites by target 429 

proteins appears to be a rather common strategy for many long repeat-containing 430 

proteins (Chook and Blobel, 2001; Conti et al., 1998; Graham et al., 2000; Huber and 431 

Weis, 2001; Kobe, 1999; Xu et al., 2010; Zhu et al., 2011). Autoinhibition of an 432 

elongated repeats domain by multiple intrinsically disordered segments from the same 433 

protein are rather uncommon, and only a few cases have been reported. Kap60p, a 434 

karyopherin family protein, adopts a somewhat similar autoinhibition mode as 435 

ankyrins do. In this case, two NLS recognition sites on the armadillo repeats were 436 

shown to be autoinhibited by two consecutive segments from Kap60p’s N-terminal 437 

unstructured region (Matsuura and Stewart, 2004). In another case, two NLS binding 438 
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sites of importin-α are inhibited by the same fragment from its N-terminal 439 

unstructured region at a 1:2 stoichiometry instead of multiple segments with different 440 

sequences as found in ankyrins and Kap60p (Catimel et al., 2001). Other 441 

autoinhibition mechanisms found in long repeat-containing proteins include the 442 

HEAT repeats of karyopherin-β2 occupied by an internal long loop from the middle 443 

region of the HEAT repeats (Chook and Blobel, 1999; Lee et al., 2006a), the HEAT 444 

repeats of exportin chromosome region maintenance 1 (CRM1) autoinhibited by a 445 

C-terminal α helix immediately following the HEAT repeats (Saito and Matsuura, 446 

2013), and the armadillo repeats of Diaphanous-related formins (Drfs) autoinhibited 447 

by a short α helix from its distal C-terminal region (Lammers et al., 2005). It will be 448 

interesting to investigate whether the autoinhibition by multiple discrete segments as 449 

observed in ankyrins here might also be used by other long repeat-containing proteins 450 

capable of binding to diverse targets in the future.  451 

 452 

Functional implications and potential regulations of ankyrin autoinhibition 453 

Ankyrin MBDs are versatile membrane target binders and many of these ankyrin 454 

binding membrane proteins are located in specific membrane microdomains (e.g. 455 

ion-channels in the axon initial segments of neurons as well as specifically patterned 456 

membrane domains in cardiomyocytes) playing vital physiological roles. Defects of 457 

interactions between ankyrins and their membrane targets are frequently linked to 458 

human diseases including hereditary spherocytosis, cardiac arrhythmia, and several 459 

types of psychiatric disorders (Eber et al., 1996; Mohler et al., 2004b; Van Camp et al., 460 
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1996). In view of the vital physiological roles of the interactions between ankyrins 461 

and these membrane targets, a priori assumption is that such ankyrin-mediated 462 

membrane target bindings must be regulated. For example, the membrane target 463 

binding groove of MBDs is likely to be closed, via the autoinhibition mechanism 464 

elucidated in this study, during biogenesis and trafficking processes of ankyrins. Upon 465 

reaching each specific membrane domain, certain mechanisms are likely existing to 466 

release a few selected target binding sites for specific assembly of ankyrin/membrane 467 

target complexes. The existence of multiple semi-independent inhibitory sequences in 468 

the tail of ankyrins suggests that these sequence may be regulated in a combinatorial 469 

fashion so that ankyrins can scaffold many different target proteins in different 470 

cellular settings and in different tissues.   471 

The positioning of the spectrin binding ZZUD domains with respect to the 472 

auto-inhibitory sites-a&b suggests a possible spectrin/SBD interaction-induced 473 

release of ankyrin autoinhibition. The spectrin binding ZZUD tandem are flanked by 474 

the AI-a and AI-b segments both in 220 kDa AnkB and 190 kDa AnkG, and the 475 

connection sequences between the ZZUD tandem and the two inhibitory segments are 476 

not very long (Figures 1A&7B). Once ankyrins and spectrins meet at specific 477 

membrane microdomains, both the bulky ankyrin SBD/spectrin complex as well as 478 

the perceived “pulling force” exerted by the spectrin-bound SBD may dislodge the 479 

two inhibitory segments, AI-a and AI-b, flanking the ZZUD tandem and thus lead to 480 

the release of the autoinhibition. Accompanied by the spectrin binding-induced 481 

release of the AI-a and AI-b segments, the target binding “sites-1,2,3” are opened and 482 
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the corresponding membrane proteins can bind to the ankyrin MBDs. It should be 483 

noted that such coordinated membrane microdomain targeting and spectrin/actin 484 

network binding-induced release of ankyrin MBD autoinhibition model, if it is indeed 485 

employed in cells, is likely used together with other regulatory mechanisms in 486 

regulating the conformational opening of ankyrins. Ankyrins at AIS/nodes of Ranvier 487 

are chiefly 270 kDa/480 kDa AnkG isoforms. Interestingly, these two larger AnkG 488 

isoforms do not contain the “AI-a” sequence in their CTs due to alternative splicing. 489 

Thus, the 270 kDa/480 kDa AnkG seem to have different autoinhibition mechanisms 490 

with respect to other ankyrins (e.g. 190 kDa AnkG and 220 kDa AnkB). The lack of 491 

the “AI-a” site in 270 kDa/480kDa AnkG means that these two AnkG isoforms can 492 

still bind to Nav channels or NF186 (See Figure 2B, AnkB 28-965; and also Hedstrom 493 

et al., 2008), albeit with much lower affinities (i.e. a form of semi-open conformation). 494 

Spectrin binding to the AnkG SBD may promote further opening of ANK repeats and 495 

thus leading to full engagements of the membrane targets of AnkG. Such mutual 496 

reinforcement of AnkG-mediated membrane microdomain assembly model is 497 

consistent with the findings showing that membrane targets and βIV spectrin mutually 498 

stabilize each other through AnkG at AIS or nodes of Ranvier (Yang et al., 2004; 499 

Patzke et al., 2016). Additionally, post-translational modifications (e.g. 500 

phosphorylation by different protein kinases) can provide another level of differential 501 

activations of ankyrins (see below).       502 

Although AnkB and AnkG share the similar overall autoinhibition modes, the 503 

detailed amino acid sequences in their autoinhibitory segments are quite different 504 
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(Figures 6A&7A). In parallel with this finding, AnkB and AnkG are often targeted to 505 

different subdomains in the same tissues including neurons and cardiomyocytes 506 

(Galiano et al., 2012; Lowe et al., 2008; Mohler et al., 2005). It is possible that the 507 

unique sequences of their inhibitory segments provide means for AnkB&G to be 508 

differentially regulated. One such possible mean is via post translational 509 

modifications such as phosphorylations (Lu et al., 1985; Cianci et al., 1988). We 510 

surveyed the PhosphoSitePlus database (http://www.phosphosite.org/) and found that 511 

Ser855 in AI-c, Thr888, Tyr891 in AI-b of AnkG and Thr838, Ser846 in AI-c, Tyr889, 512 

Ser890 in AI-b of AnkB can be phosphorylated. These residues are positioned within 513 

the autoinhibitory segments. It is possible that phosphorylation on some of these 514 

residues may lead to differential releases of the MBD autoinhibition of AnkB or 515 

AnkG. Again, the disordered nature of the autoinhibitory segments of ankyrins is 516 

favorable for their accesses to different protein kinases. It is further noted that 517 

different ankyrin-enriched membrane microdomains (for example AIS) are often 518 

selectively enriched with certain protein kinases (Brechet et al., 2008; Hund et al., 519 

2010; Tapia et al., 2013). Post translational modifications on the intrinsically 520 

disordered inhibitory segments of ankyrins as a mean of their target recognition 521 

regulations may be a fertile ground to explore in the future.  522 

 523 

In summary, we systemically studied the autoinhibition mechanisms of the 24 524 

ANK repeats of AnkB&G by their own respective MBD/SBD linker and proximal tail 525 

segments. We biochemically characterized these intramolecular interactions, solved 526 

http://www.phosphosite.org/
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the representative complex structures and quantitatively evaluated the inhibitory 527 

effects of these autoinhibitory segments on MBD’s bindings to different physiological 528 

membrane targets. We demonstrated that the combinatorial uses of multiple 529 

semi-independent, intrinsically disordered autoinhibitory segments can provide 530 

graded regulations of targets binding by ankyrin MBDs. Our findings on the 531 

autoinhibition as well as target bindings of the 24 ANK repeats of ankyrins may also 532 

shed light on target recognitions and regulations by other long repeat-containing 533 

scaffold proteins that are quite abundant in the mammalian proteomes.  534 

 535 

 536 

 537 

Materials and Methods 538 

 539 

Constructs, protein expression and purification  540 

The coding sequences of the AnkR constructs were PCR amplified from a mouse 541 

muscle cDNA library. The coding sequences of AnkB and AnkG constructs were PCR 542 

amplified from the full-length human 220 kDa AnkB template or the full-length rat 543 

270 kDa AnkG template respectively (both templates as well as the HA tagged full 544 

length NF186 construct are generous gifts from Dr. Vann Bennett). E-cadherin (aa 545 

734-884), NF186 (aa 1187-1214), L1CAM (aa 1206-1233) and Nav1.2 (aa 1035-1129) 546 

coding sequences were PCR amplified from mouse brain or muscle cDNA libraries. 547 

All of the constructs that used for protein expression were cloned onto a 548 
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home-modified pET32a vector. All truncation mutations of ANK repeats constructs 549 

were made with the same strategy as described in our previous study (Wang et al., 550 

2014). The fusion constructs of AnkR/B_CT Chimera/AnkB_repeats_R1-20 and 551 

AnkB_AI-b/AnkB_R8-M14 were made by standard two-step PCR with a coding 552 

sequence of “GSLVPRGSGS” as the flexible linker (M14 means replacing the αB of 553 

R14 with a capping sequence corresponding to the αB of R24 for protein stabilization 554 

as we used earlier). The same strategy was used in making other fusion constructs 555 

described in this study. All point mutations were created using the Quick Change
TM

 556 

site-directed mutagenesis kit and confirmed by DNA sequencing. Protein expression 557 

and purification protocols are the same as previously described (Wang et al., 2012, 558 

2014). Recombinant proteins were expressed in BL21 (DE3) Escherichia coli cells 559 

with induction of 0.25 mM IPTG at 16°C. The N-terminal Trx-his6-tagged proteins 560 

were purified using Ni
2+

-NTA agarose affinity column followed by size-exclusion 561 

chromatography (Superdex 200 column from GE Healthcare) in the final buffer 562 

containing 50 mM Tris-HCl, 1 mM DTT, and 1 mM EDTA, pH 7.8 with either 100 563 

mM NaCl or 500 mM NaCl as required.  564 

For simplicity, we use human 220 kDa AnkB (NM_020977.3), rat AnkG 565 

(MBD-UPA: NM_001033984.1 and DD-CT: NM_031805.1) and mouse AnkR 566 

(NM_001110783.3) for the amino acid numbering throughout the manuscript. The 567 

various constructs of ankyrins used in this study are listed in Table 2. 568 

 569 

Isothermal titration calorimetry assay and fluorescence assay  570 
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Isothermal titration calorimetry (ITC) assays and fluorescence assays were 571 

carried out with the same protocol as described earlier (Wang et al., 2014). Briefly, 572 

isothermal titration calorimetry assays were performed on a VP-ITC MicroCal 573 

calorimeter (MicroCal, Northampton, MA) at 25 °C and data were analyzed and fitted 574 

using the program Origin7.0 (Microcal). Fluorescence-based binding assays were 575 

performed on a PerkinElmer LS-55 fluorimeter equipped with an automated polarizer 576 

at 25 °C. The Kd values were obtained by fitting the titration curves with the classical 577 

one-site binding model.  578 

 579 

Crystallography  580 

All crystals were obtained by hanging drop or sitting drop vapor diffusion 581 

methods at 16 °C. Crystals of AnkR/B_CT Chimera/AnkB_repeats_R1-20 were 582 

grown in solution containing 4 M ammonium acetate and 0.1 M Bis-Tris propane (pH 583 

7.0). Crystals of AnkB_AI-b/AnkB_R8-M14 were grown in solution containing 0.1 M 584 

HEPES (pH 7.0), 1 M ammonium sulfate and 0.5% w/v PEG 8,000. Crystals of 585 

AnkB_AI-c/AnkB_R13-24 were grown in solution containing 0.2 M CaCl2, 0.1 M 586 

HEPES (pH 7.5) and 28% v/v PEG 400. Crystals were soaked in crystallization 587 

solution containing additional 20% glycerol for cryoprotection. All datasets were 588 

collected at the Shanghai Synchrotron Radiation Facility at 100 K. Data were 589 

processed and scaled using HKL2000 (Otwinowski and Minor, 1997). 590 

Structures were solved by molecular replacement using PHASER (McCoy et al., 591 

2007) with fragments of the entire 24 ANK repeats (PDB: 4RLV) as the searching 592 
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models. Peptides were manually built according to Fo-Fc difference maps in COOT 593 

(Emsley et al., 2010). Further manual model adjustment and refinement were 594 

completed iteratively using COOT (Emsley et al., 2010) and PHENIX (Adams et al., 595 

2010). The final models were validated by MolProbity (Chen et al., 2010) and 596 

statistics are summarized in Table 1. All structure figures were prepared by PyMOL 597 

(http://www.pymol.org). The coordinates of the structures reported in this work have 598 

been deposited to PDB under the accession codes of 5Y4D, 5Y4E and 5Y4F for the 599 

RB-Chimera/AnkB_R1-20, AI-b/AnkB_R8-M14 and AI-c/AnkB_R13-24 structures, 600 

respectively. 601 

 602 

Cell culture, transfection and immunostaining  603 

MDCK cells were seeded on 35 mm dishes with 10 mm diameter uncoated glass 604 

bottom (MatTek) and grown in 10% FBS supplemented DMEM at 37 °C incubator 605 

with 5% CO2. After around 20 hr, when the confluency reached 30~40%, cells were 606 

transfected with 300 ng plasmids using Lipofectamine 2000 transfection reagent 607 

(Invitrogen) following the protocol suggested by the manufacturer. After transfection, 608 

MDCK cells were grown in 10% FBS supplemented DMEM until they were fully 609 

polarized. HeLa cells were cultured in the same media and culture condition as used 610 

for MDCK cells. HeLa cells were co-transfected with 400 ng HA tagged NF186 611 

plasmids and 500 ng ankyrin constructs using Viafect transfection reagent (Promega) 612 

when the confluency reached 20~30%. Then cells were grown in 10% FBS 613 

supplemented DMEM for 24 hr and fixed. HeLa (RRID: CVCL_0030) and MDCK 614 

http://www.pymol.org/
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(RRID: CVCL_0422) cells were originated from ATCC. These cells were not 615 

individually authenticated and not found to be on the list of commonly misidentified 616 

cell lines (International Cell Line Authentication Committee). Cells were tested 617 

negative for mycoplasma contamination by cytoplasmic DAPI staining. 618 

The MDCK or HeLa cells were fixed with 4% paraformaldehyde at room 619 

temperature for 15 min, and permeabilized with 0.2% Triton X-100 at room 620 

temperature for 15 min followed by a 60 min blocking in PBS buffer containing 5% 621 

bovine serum albumin. For immunostaining, cells were then incubated with primary 622 

antibodies (goat anti GFP, ab6658, Lot: GR206330-6, RRID: AB_305631; Rabbit anti 623 

HA, Sigma, H6908, RRID: AB_260070) at 4 °C overnight. The next day, cells were 624 

washed with PBS buffer three times and then incubated with fluorescence-conjugated 625 

secondary antibodies (Alexa Fluor 488 or 594) at room temperature for 2 h, followed 626 

by incubating with 500 nM DAPI for 5 min to stain nucleus. Then cells were washed 627 

with PBS before imaging.  628 

 629 

Microscopy and data analysis 630 

All the cell culture images were captured by a Zeiss LSM 880 laser-scanning 631 

confocal microscope. The MDCK cell and HeLa cell images were captured using a 40 632 

× 1.4 oil objective with pinhole setting to 1 Airy unit. Fluorescence intensity were 633 

analyzed with ImageJ software (https://imagej.nih.gov/ij/) and statistically analyzed 634 

with GraphPad Prism 5 using one-way ANOVA followed by Dunnett’s multiple 635 

comparisons test.  636 
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Table 1 Statistics of X-ray Crystallographic Data Collection and Model refinement 648 

 649 

Data collection 

Data sets RB-Chimera 

/AnkB_R1-20 

AI-b/AnkB_R8-M14 AI-c/AnkB_R13-24 

Space group R32 P6522 P212121 

Wavelength (Å) 0.979 0.979 0.979 

Unit Cell parameters (Å) a=b=179.79, 

c=227.10 

α=β=90°, γ=120° 

a=b=186.09, 

c=75.35 

α=β=90°, γ=120° 

a=29.30, b=127.80, 

c=257.55 

α=β=γ=90° 

Resolution range (Å) 50-3.3 (3.36-3.30) 50-2.35 (2.39-2.35) 50-1.95 (1.98-1.95) 

No. of unique reflections 20949 (1025) 31971 (1562) 68019 (3163) 

Redundancy 5.3 (5.5) 4.1 (3.8) 3.1 (3.2) 

I/σ 25.5 (3.3) 17.0 (2.0) 22.8 (2.4) 

Completeness (%) 97.6 (98.9) 97.5 (97.9) 94.4 (92.2) 

Rmerge 
a (%) 10.3 (72.1) 11.4 (89.3) 8.2 (70.3) 

Structure refinement 

Resolution (Å) 50-3.3  

(3.42-3.30) 

50-2.35 

(2.42-2.35) 

50-1.95 

(2.02-1.95) 

Rcryst 
b/Rfree 

c (%) 18.27/22.96  

(25.40/31.06) 

19.21/23.25 

(24.28/28.57) 

18.38/21.98 

(24.40/29.34) 

Rmsd bonds (Å) / angles 

(°) 

0.007 / 1.011 0.008 / 0.955 0.009 / 0.996 

Average B factor d 102.8 46.3 30.9 

No. of atoms    

Protein atoms 5019 3421 6128 

Water 0 64 274 

Other molecules 50 102 5 

No. of reflections    

Working set 18953 30384 64519 

Test set 1980 1540 3357 

Ramachandran plot 

regions d 

   

Favored (%) 95.2 98.0 98.7 

Allowed (%) 4.8 2.0 1.3 

Outliers (%) 0 0 0 

 650 

Numbers in parentheses represent the value for the highest resolution shell. 651 

a. Rmerge =  |Ii - <I>| / Ii, where Ii is the intensity of measured reflection and <I> is the mean intensity 652 

of all symmetry-related reflections. 653 

b. Rcryst=Σ||Fcalc| – |Fobs||/ΣFobs, where Fobs and Fcalc are observed and calculated structure factors. 654 

c. Rfree= ΣT||Fcalc| – |Fobs||/ΣFobs, where T is a test data set of about 5% or 10% of the total unique 655 

reflections randomly chosen and set aside prior to refinement. 656 

d. B factors and Ramachandran plot statistics are calculated using MOLPROBITY (Chen et al., 2010).  657 
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Table 2: Constructs of ankyrins used in this study 658 

 659 

 AnkB AnkG 

AI-a 1623-1635 1596-1608 

AI-b 865-896 875-903 

AI-c 828-852 837-858 

Linker (contains AI-c + AI-b) 828-965  

AI-c + AI-b 828-896 837-920 

Linker ΔAI-c  861-920 

MBD + partial AI-c 28-847 38-855 

MBD + full AI-c 28-873  

MBD + AI-c + AI-b 28-965 38-903 

ΔZZUD   

MBD 28-827 38-837 

 660 

  661 
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Figure legends 662 

 663 

Figure 1: Biochemical and structural characterization of the AI-a/MBD 664 

interaction. 665 

(A) Schematic diagram showing the domain organizations of ankyrin AnkR/B/G and 666 

their amino acid sequence identities. (B) Amino acid sequence alignments of AI-a 667 

from AnkB/G with several MBD “site-1” binding sequences from AnkR CT or other 668 

targets. The critical Glu residues are highlighted with a green box. (C) Fluorescence 669 

polarization-based measurement of the binding affinity between AnkB_AI-a and 670 

AnkB_MBD or its R1 charge reversal mutant (‘EAAE’). (D) The design of 671 

AnkR/B_Chimera construct for crystallization. The AnkB_AI-a sequence (colored in 672 

salmon) was fused to the C-terminus of “site-2, 3” binding AnkR_CT (colored in 673 

purple and magenta respectively). (E) ITC result showing the strong interaction 674 

between AnkR/B_Chimera and MBD. (F) Structural comparison of the MBD “site-1” 675 

bindings of AnkB_AI-a (colored in green and salmon) and Nav_ABD (colored in 676 

cyan and purple) showing that the two bindings essentially share the same mode. 677 

Residues critical for the interaction were highlighted with stick models. Hydrogen 678 

bonds were indicated with dashed lines (the same labeling method is used throughout 679 

the manuscript for all structural figures). 680 

 681 

Figure 2: Two discrete segments in the AnkB linker region bind to MBD and 682 

inhibit its target binding.  683 
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(A) Schematic diagram showing the three autoinhibitory segments (AI-a, b, c) located 684 

at the linker and CT regions of AnkB. (B) ITC derived binding affinities showing that 685 

including longer linker region or the AI-a segment to the AnkB MBD weakened its 686 

bindings to targets including Nav1.2, NF186/L1CAM, and E-cadherin. (C) Bar graph 687 

showing the levels of target binding decreases resulted by the autoinhibitory segments 688 

based on the binding data in Panel B. (D-F) ITC profiles showing direct interactions 689 

between the entire linker region of AnkB and different versions of AnkB MBD (D: 690 

28-827, no linker, measured in buffer containing 500 mM NaCl due to poor quality of 691 

this protein in 100 mM NaCl buffer; E: 28-847, short linker roughly comparable to 692 

the AnkR_C12 structure; F: 28-873, longer linker containing the entire AI-c). 693 

 694 

Figure 3: Interaction between AnkB_AI-b and AnkB_MBD. 695 

(A) ITC-based mapping of the AnkB AI-b region. The minimal region of AI-b is 696 

indicated with a green box. The fragments with weakened or complete-loss of binding 697 

to MBD were shown in pink and grey bars, respectively. “ND” represents no 698 

detectable binding in the ITC measurement and is used throughout the manuscript. (B) 699 

Similar mapping of the minimal ANK repeats responsible for AI-b binding. The 700 

repeats used for crystallization (R8-14) are highlighted with a black box. (C) The 701 

overall structure and an omit map showing the binding of AnkB_AI-b to AnkB_R8-14. 702 

The Fo-Fc density map was generated by deleting the AI-b part from the final model 703 

and contoured at 3.0 σ. The AI-b fitting the electron density is displayed in the stick 704 

model. (D) Detailed interactions between AnkB_AI-b and AnkB_MBD. The side 705 
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chains or main chains of the residues involved in the interactions are highlighted in 706 

the stick model. Charge-charge and hydrogen bonding interactions are highlighted by 707 

dashed lines. (E) ITC derived dissociation constants showing mutations of critical 708 

residues weaken or abolish the binding. (F) Structural comparison showing the 709 

common hydrophobic pocket in MBD site-3 for binding of AnkB_AI-b and AnkR_CT. 710 

Met884 in AnkB_AI-b and Ile1588 in AnkR_CT as well as the residues forming the 711 

“site-3” hydrophobic pocket are shown in stick model. Left: AnkB_AI-b/AnkB_MBD, 712 

middle: AnkR_CT/AnkB_MBD, right: superposition of these two. 713 

 714 

Figure 4: Detailed interaction between AnkB_AI-c and AnkB_MBD. 715 

(A) Comparison of the structures of the AnkB_R13-24/AnkB_AI-c complex (colored 716 

in orange) and AnkR_C12 (colored in hot pink). The ANK repeats of AnkB are shown 717 

in cylinder and transparent surface and ANK repeats of AnkR are omitted for clarity. 718 

The folded back inhibitory sequence immediately following the ANK repeats in both 719 

structures are shown using the line model. The position of the stretch of negatively 720 

charged residues, which are not defined in the crystal structure, is indicated with a 721 

white oval. The amino acid sequence of AnkB_AI-c is also shown below the structure. 722 

Residues critical for the binding are shown in orange with those verified by 723 

mutagenesis highlighted by black triangles. (B) The charge potential surface of the 724 

inner groove formed by R16-17, calculated by the APBS module embedded in 725 

PyMOL and contoured at ±8 kT/e. (C) Detailed interactions between AnkB_AI-c and 726 

AnkB_MBD. (D) ITC derived dissociation constants showing mutations of critical 727 
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residues weaken or abolish the binding between AnkB_AI-c and AnkB_MBD. 728 

 729 

Figure 5: The autoinhibitory segments regulate subcellular localization of AnkB 730 

in MDCK cells and NF186-dependent membrane recruitment of AnkB in HeLa 731 

cells. 732 

(A) Representative fluorescent images of transiently expressed GFP-tagged AnkG, 733 

AnkB or its linker mutants in polarized MDCK cells with nuclei stained with DAPI 734 

(blue): A1, WT AnkB; A2, WT AnkG; A3, AnkB_2M; A4, AnkB_3M; A5, AnkB 735 

ΔLinker. (B) Quantification of the immunofluorescence intensity ratio of plasma 736 

membrane vs cytosolic GFP signals. Data are presented as means ± SEM from >100 737 

cells (except for AnkB ΔLinker with 41 cells due to its very clear membrane 738 

localizations) and analyzed using one way ANOVA followed by Dunnett’s multiple 739 

comparisons test to WT AnkB, ****p<0.0001. (C) Representative fluorescent images 740 

of HeLa cells transiently co-expressing HA-tagged NF186 (red) and GFP-tagged 741 

AnkG, AnkB or its linker mutants (green), with nuclei stained with DAPI (blue): C1, 742 

WT AnkB; C2, WT AnkG; C3, AnkB_2M; C4, AnkB_3M; C5, AnkB ΔLinker. (D) 743 

Quantification of the immunofluorescence intensity ratio of plasma membrane vs 744 

cytosolic GFP signals (representing AnkB/G level). Data are presented as means ± 745 

SEM from ~20 cells and analyzed using one way ANOVA followed by Dunnett’s 746 

multiple comparisons test to WT AnkB, ****p<0.0001. The protein expression levels 747 

of all constructs in both cell lines are comparable as indicated by the quantified total 748 

fluorescence intensities of each groups in this experiment.   749 
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   750 

Figure 6: Autoinhibition of AnkG MBD by the linker region. 751 

(A) Amino acid sequence alignment of the linker regions of AnkG, AnkB, and AnkR. 752 

The boundaries of AI-c and AI-b of AnkB&G are indicated with orange and magenta 753 

boxes. Critical residues that have been verified by mutagenesis are highlighted with 754 

black triangles. (B) ITC-derived binding affinities showing that including longer 755 

linker region to the AnkG_MBD weakened the binding towards its binding targets 756 

Nav1.2, NF186/L1CAM, and E-cadherin. (C&D) ITC profiles showing direct binding 757 

of the linker of AnkG to AnkG_MBD: C, AnkG 837-920, a linker containing both 758 

AI-b and AI-c binding to AnkG_MBD; D, AnkG 861-920, a linker containing only the 759 

AI-b, binding to AnkG_MBD. (E) ITC-based mapping of the AnkG_AI-b region. The 760 

minimal region of AI-b is indicated with a green box. (F) ITC result showing that 761 

mutating the charged residues “DDK” to Ala or charge reversed residue disrupted the 762 

binding between AnkG 861-920 to AnkG 38-855. (G) ITC-derived dissociation 763 

constants of AnkG 861-920 to AnkG WT and its “sites-1,2,3” mutants showing that 764 

AnkG 861-920 predominantly binds to the “site-3” of AnkG_MBD. 765 

 766 

Figure 7: Combinatorial autoinhibitions of ankyrins and their potential 767 

regulations. 768 

(A) Schematic diagram showing the combinatorial autoinhibition mechanisms of the 769 

three Ankyrin family members. “Sites-1,2,3” are drawn according to our earlier study 770 

(Wang et al, 2014). R15-17 is assigned as “site-4” based on the biochemical and 771 
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structural analysis in this work and the concept that three to five ANK repeats can 772 

form a stable structural unit for target recognition, although no targets have been 773 

characterized to date. R18-24 is assigned as “site-5” since it is autoinhibited by AI-c. 774 

The MBD binding sequences of the autoinhibitory segments or reported targets are 775 

shown in solid lines at corresponding positions of the bind sites. (B) Structural model 776 

of the autoinhibited full-length AnkB constructed with the three structures solved in 777 

the current study. The MBD is shown in surface representation. The three 778 

autoinhibitory segments are shown with the worm model. The unstructured loops are 779 

shown in grey dashed lines. 780 

 781 

  782 
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